EHR Hospital Communication: April 6, 2016

Please post / share this communication within 24 hours in your department/unit.
Remember: Many answers/clarifications on EHR processes can be accessed through the
EHR Intranet site or EHR Learning (Learning Live)

 St. John Sepsis Agent Module for Sepsis Quality Measure

(Go-Live Monday, April 11, 2016)
The Cerner St. John Sepsis Agent provides for early recognition of patients at risk for sepsis
by continuously monitoring key clinical indicators and recognizing a potentially septic
pattern. As the Sepsis Agent identifies the risk for sepsis, an alert is sent to the RN who will
notify the provider.

Severe Sepsis Screening Tool Updates

The yellow
highlighted areas will
be documented by
RN.



“Screening
Suggestive of” is
auto-populated from
documentation in the
chart. RN can change
if applicable.



“Infection” field not
required for RN, but if
known, may
document.



Green area is
automatically
populated from
documentation in the
chart.



Exception: Acutely
Altered Mental Status
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Please Note: There are
shared areas for RN &
Provider
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Blue areas are provider
areas

Sepsis (Discern) Alert



There will be 3 new Sepsis
Discern Alerts for each sepsis
severity level:
1. Sepsis
2. Severe Sepsis
3. Septic Shock



All have the same look but the
verbiage will vary with the
specific alert.
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You will see
Sepsis Alert,
Severe Sepsis
Alert, or Septic
Shock here.
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This area should be clear
of alert messages. Click
the
in the upper left to
delete the alert after it is
addressed.

Be careful when the
Sepsis Alert pops up.
Look at the Patient Name
as to who the alert is for.

System Generated Order and Task
When the alert pops up, the following two steps also happen simutaneoulsly:
1. When Sepsis (Discern) Alert pops up it also generates an automatic “SYSTEM” order

2. When the Sepsis (Discern) Alert pops up it also generates a TASK.
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Complete the Sepsis
screening tool from the
Task List
This will automatically
complete the task and
delete the discern alert
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New Early Warning Alert view in flowsheets
The Discern Alert History can be viewed here

New Nursing Reminder on MAR
The Nursing reminder will appear at the top of the MAR only if a bolus is ordered in the
Sepsis Admission Powerplan or ED Severe Sepsis/Shock Treatment Powerplan. A
reassessment by the provider after the initial bolus given is a requirement of the sepsis
quality measure.



Bolus ordered in PowerPlan.
When completed, Sign reminder on
MAR, as you would a medication
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Charting window opens
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Document the “Provider Notified”
of bolus completion, then Sign.

The reminder then moves to the
discontinued section of MAR with
the provider’s name

Patient Relationship and Sepsis (Discern) Alert Reminder
If you establish a RN relationship with a patient you will get the sepsis alert as well as the
primary RN. For example, you are giving medications for the primary nurse. You established
a RN relationship to that patient. Now if a sepsis alert on that patient is warranted, you will
also get the alert until the primary RN addresses it.

 Web-Based Training (WBT) module has been assigned in myLearning. It is
Highly Recommended to complete.
For questions contact Danine Wanek at danine.wanek@columbia-stmarys.org, Patti Haugh at
phaugh@columbia-stmarys.org, or Gina Kinsey at Gina.Kinsey@columbia-stmarys.org.

Any old Sepsis PowerPlans will no longer exist and must be removed as favorites
For questions, contact Julie Kreckow, RN, Clinical Informatics, at jkreckow@columbia-stmarys.org or
Patty Haugh, CNS
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To coincide with the St. John Agent Module for Sepsis, the following NEW Powerplans will be
implemented:
 Sepsis Admission
 ED Central Line Sepsis Subphase
 Sepsis Workup
 ED Optional Sepsis Imaging Orders Subphase
 Sepsis ICU Subphase
 ED Optional Sepsis Labs Subphase
 Sepsis - Additional Pneumonia
 ED Severe SepsisShock Treatment
Orders Subphase
 ED Suspected Sepsis (Workup)
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 NEW Sepsis PowerPlans (Effective 4/11/16)
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 Sepsis Command Center GoLive & Clinical Support Information
Sepsis Command Center
 Command Center Help Line: 414-585-1111
 Vocera: “EHR Support”
 IS Service Desk: 414-326-2400
Hours of Operation:
 Monday, April 11 to Friday, April 15
 8:00 am to 5:00 pm daily
 After-hours information (see grid below)
For assistance/questions:
 Contact your Super User
 EHR Support via Vocera
 If Super User or EHR Support unavailable, call the Command Center
For questions contact Danine Wanek at danine.wanek@columbia-stmarys.org

For Clinical Support on general sepsis care questions, the following Clinical
staff will be available to field calls*

Gina Kinsey 414-915-6434 is also available for Sepsis CMS Core Measure questions
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(If not on site or available on Vocera – use the following contact information)
 Patty Haugh 414-557-9329 (pager –use this 2nd) 414-333-6360 (cell)
414-962-0491 (home – for night calls or unable to reach other #’s)
Feel free to call Patty anytime when there is not designated coverage
 Jean Conrad 414-324-0809 (cell)
 Anne Putzer cell 262-227-9978 (cell)
 Cat Zyniecki cell 414-397-3302 (cell)
 Dan Wanek 414-861-0172 (cell)
 Pat Finger 262-366-7408 (cell)
 Amanda Holly & Steph Kelley: Vocera only
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Contact Info
First contact: Call resource staff listed above on Vocera FIRST for clinical
questions (if calling from another campus, remember “connect to ____
(campus)” first
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 Lactic Acid Lab Order Alert (Effective 4/11/16)
The EHR lab order catalog has two lactic acid orders: “lactic acid” and “lactic acid reflex.” The
proper order when screening for sepsis or treating sepsis is “lactic acid reflex.” The reflex
order is designed to automatically place a repeat single lactic acid order, 4 hours after original, if
original result is >2.0 mmol/L. The non-reflex order should only be used in non-sepsis situations.
The alert fires in ED and hospital every time a non-reflex test is ordered, as most cases of ordering
the non-reflex test are inadvertent. If you receive the alert in a non-sepsis situation you can choose
“continue to place order for Lactic Acid.” Otherwise you should cancel the “lactic acid” order and add
order for “lactic acid reflex” as shown here.

 Ascension Health Pain Project (Effective April 25, 2016)
Ascension Health (AH) is sponsoring an initiative to standardize the pain assessment tools used
across all ministries. AH pain management specialists have recommended 12 standardized pain
assessment scales for specific patient populations.
What does this mean for you and how does this impact EHR?
1) You will notice a new design for both ED and inpatient workflows based on patient’s ability to self
report pain
2) The Pain Assessment Tools available will be based on patient age, patient gender, and patient
population
 Example: OB specific pain tools will only be in OB IView bands
 Example: pediatric patient will not see adult pain tools
 Example: male patients will not see OB specific pain tools
3) AH has developed individual and course e-learning modules to educate clinicians on how to use
the selected tools, interpret the scoring, and select the correct tool that is appropriate for that
patient population. Course or individual modules have been assigned to clinicians based on their
patient population. The assigned modules are considered as required for clinicians who assess
patient’s pain in any care setting.
4) EHR specific My Learning module will be assigned to explain EHR documentation changes
based on patient population served. This module will provide an overview of the EHR changes
and contain links to printable job aids.
5) Links to EHR Pain Project job aids can be found on the CSM Intranet > EHR Home > EHR
Projects page or by clicking here.



There will be No Command Center
Extra EHR Support staff will be available during normal EHR Support hours for “how to” questions.
Julie Peichl and Ann Neal will be resources for clinical questions (example, “which scale do I
choose?”)
For technical issues, call the IS Service Desk at 414-326-2400

For questions, contact Jill Kortebein, RN, Clinical Informatics; Barb Pilliod, Director of Clinical
Informatics; Julie Peichl, CNS; or Ann Neal, CNS
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 Ascension Health Pain Project GoLive Information (April 25, 2016)
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 Updates to CIWT Change - Enhancement Request Form (Effective Now)
In order to streamline the enhancement process, the format has been changed slightly and additional
fields have been added to the CIWT Enhancement Request form:
1. Instructions have
been
streamlined,
reminding you to
contact your CI
rep and get
approvals before
submitting
2. Include Clinical
Owner if known
3. Make sure to add
name of the CI
rep assisting you
with the
change/request
4. Include process
needing
improvement or
issue needing to
be solved
5. State urgency
of the request
6. For lab
requests only
7. Identify
who is/will be
impacted by
change/request
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8. Continue to
include details
and supporting
documentation,
as needed, at the
end of page 2
(Section D)
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